A nonlinear stochastic differential-difference control system with delay of neutral type is considered. Sufficient conditions for the exponential stability are derived by using LyapunovKrasovskii functionals of quadratic form with exponential factors. Upper bound estimates for the exponential rate of decay are derived.
Introduction
The theory and applications of functional differential equations form an important part of modern nonlinear dynamics. Such equations are natural mathematical models for various real life phenomena where the aftereffects are intrinsic features of their functioning. In recent years, functional differential equations have been used to model processes in different areas such as population dynamics and ecology, physiology and medicine, economics, and other natural sciences 1-3 . In many of the models the initial data and parameters are subjected to random perturbations, or the dynamical systems themselves represent stochastic processes. For this reason, stochastic functional differential equations are widely studied 4, 5 . One of the principal problems of the corresponding mathematical analysis of equations is a comprehensive study of their global dynamics and the related prediction of
Preliminaries
In solving control problems for linear systems, very often, a scalar function u u x needs to be found such that the systemẋ 
Main Results
Consider the following control system of stochastic differential-difference equations of a neutral type
where
, and D are real n × n constant matrices, a 2 , b 2 , and c are n × 1 constant vectors, f : R → R is a continuous function, τ > 0 is a constant delay, and w t is a standard scalar Wiener process with
An F t -measurable random process {x t ≡ x t, ω } is called a solution of 3.1 if it satisfies, with a probability one, the following integral equation
and the initial conditions
where ϕ, ψ : −τ, 0 → R n are continuous functions. Here and in the remaining part of the paper, we will assume that the initial functions ϕ and ψ are continuous random processes. Under those assumptions, a solution to the initial value problem 3.1 , 3.5 exists and is unique for all t ≥ 0 up to its stochastic equivalent solution on the space Ω, F, P 4 .
Abstract and Applied Analysis
We will use the following norms of matrices and vectors
where λ max * is the largest eigenvalue of the given symmetric matrix similarly, the symbol λ min * denotes the smallest eigenvalue of the given symmetric matrix , and γ is a positive parameter. Throughout this paper, we assume that the function f satisfies the inequality In this paper, we prove the exponential γ-integral stability in the square mean of the differential-difference equation with constant delay 3.1 . We employ the method of stochastic Lyapunov-Krasovskii functionals. In 11, 18, 22, 24 the Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional is chosen to be of the form
Abstract and Applied Analysis 5 where constants h > 0 and g > 0 are such that the total stochastic differential of the functional along solutions is negative definite.
In the present paper, we consider the Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional in the following form:
where constants γ > 0, β > 0 and n × n positive definite symmetric matrices G, H are to be restricted later on. This allows us not only to derive sufficient conditions for the stability of the zero solution but also to obtain coefficient estimates of the rate of the exponential decay of solutions. We set
Then, by using introduced norms, the functional 3.11 yields two-sided estimates
where t ∈ 0, ∞ . We will use an auxiliary 2n 1 × 2n 1 -dimensional matrix: 
S S β, γ, ν, G, H
where ν is a parameter. Now we establish our main result on the exponential γ-integral stability of a trivial solution in the square mean of system 3.1 when t → ∞. 
3.16
for all t ≥ 0 where
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Proof. We will apply the method of Lyapunov-Krasovskii functionals using functional 3.11 .
Using the Itô formula, we compute the stochastic differential of 3.11 as follows
3.18
Taking the mathematical expectation we obtain we use properties 3.3
M{dV x t , t } M A
0 x t A 1 x t − τ a 2 f σ t T ×H x t − Dx t − τ dt M x t − Dx t − τ T ×H A 0 x t A 1 x t − τ a 2 f σ t dt M B 0 x t B 1 x t − τ b 2 f σ t T ×H B 0 x t B 1 x t − τ b 2 f σ t d w 2 t M x T t Gx t dt − e −γτ x T t − τ Gx t − τ dt βM f σ t c T A 0 x t A 1 x t − τ a 2 f σ t dt − γM t t−τ e −γ t−s x T s Gx s ds dt .
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Utilizing the matrix S defined by 3.14 , the last expression can be rewritten in the following vector matrix form
3.20
We will show next that solutions of 3.1 decay exponentially by calculating the corresponding exponential rate. The full derivative of the mathematical expectation for the Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional 3.11 satisfies
3.21
In the following we will use inequalities being a consequence of 3.13 .
3.22
Let us derive conditions for the coefficients of 3.1 and parameters of the LyapunovKrasovskii functional 3.11 such that the following inequality:
holds. We use a sequence of the following calculations supposing that either inequality
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is valid. 1 Let inequality 3.24 holds. Rewrite the right-hand part of inequality 3.22 in the form
and substitute the latter into inequality 3.21 . This results in
3.27
or, equivalently,
3.28
The inequality where ν is a parameter. Therefore, the above calculation yields the following result. 4.7
